EFFECT OF COOLING RATE AND AGING ON MICROSTRUCTURE AND TENSILE PROPERTIES OF TC21 TITANIUM ALLOY.
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ABSTRACT
Effect of cooling rate and aging treatment on microstructure and tensile properties of TC21 titanium alloy was investigated. The samples were solution treated at 900°C for 15 min followed by cooling either/ water quenching (WQ) or air cooling (AC). Consequently, aging treatment was applied at 575°C for 4 hr. The results showed that heat-treatment parameters (cooling rate and aging treatment) had influence the feature and content of α phase, β phase and secondary α phase. Optimum heat treatment process of TC21 titanium alloy was obtained by treatment at 900°C/15 min/AC + 575°C/4 hr/AC. Under this treatment condition, better combination of hardness and tensile properties was achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Titanium alloys, especially α+β titanium alloys are widely used as structural components in advanced aerospace applications and aero-engines due to their light weight, high strength, high fracture toughness, corrosion resistance, low Young’s modulus, and non-toxicity. Titanium alloys have become one of the indispensable structure materials for airplanes. They are used in advanced airplanes to 30% -50% weight of the total structure, for instance, 41% in F-22 fighters [1-4]. The mechanical properties of titanium alloys are strongly correlated to their microstructures that can be developed during thermomechanical processing and final heat treatments [5]. Usually, equiaxed microstructure after processing or heat treatment in the two-phase field has advantages in terms of ductility and high cycle fatigue property. While, in a single-phase field is characterized by high strength, fracture toughness and creep properties [6].

A new α+β titanium alloy, referred to as ultra-high strength TC21titanium alloy, with a nominal chemical composition of Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Zr-3Mo-1.5Cr-2Nb-0.1Si (wt.%), has high strength, high toughness, low crack propagation rate and high damage tolerance and provides weight reduction, long service life, and high reliability in fabricated aircraft structural components such as frames and beams [2,7].

With an appropriate heat treatment technique, TC21 alloy can obtain a better combination of tensile property, fracture toughness, and low fatigue crack growth rate, whose overall performance and engineering application value are better than the widely used traditional titanium alloy Ti6Al4V [8]. It has an increased room temperature
strength (>1100 MPa) [9] compared with Ti6Al4V. TC21 titanium alloy with excellent characteristics is expected to replace Ti6Al4V that is the most widely used at present. Therefore, it is important to know more about the microstructure and mechanical properties of TC21 titanium alloy. The solution and aging treatment have been chosen to optimize the microstructure and mechanical properties of TC21 titanium alloy by changing solution temperatures and cooling methods after solution with the same aging treatment [10, 11].

Recently, a variety of studies on phase transformation [12, 13], deformation behavior [14, 15], thermomechanical processes [16], thermohydrogen treatment [17], Oxidation treatment [18] and fatigue behavior [19] of TC21 alloy can be found. However, the detailed examinations of the effect of cooling rate and aging treatment on tensile properties are rarely reported. Therefore, in the present work, the effects of applying two different cooling rates and aging treatment on the microstructure and tensile properties of TC21 titanium alloy have been investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
TC21 titanium alloy bar with a diameter of 7 mm was used in this work. The β transus temperature was approximately 960°C by dilatation method. The chemical composition of the alloy analyzed by inductive coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) is listed in table 1. Volume fractions and size of the different phases were measured using quantitative metallographic method using PC based image analyzer. The XRD patterns confirmed the presence of α and β phase in the investigated TC21 alloy of as-received state and no other phases were detected (figure 1).

Table (1): Chemical composition of as-received TC21 titanium alloy (mass fraction, %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Zr</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass %</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass %</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: XRD pattern of the as-received TC21 alloy.
The samples were solution treated at 900°C for 15 min followed by either water quenching (WQ) or air cooling (AC). Consequently, aging treatment was carried out at 575°C for 4 hr. The samples for optical metallographic examination were prepared by mechanical polishing and then etching with a solution consisting of 3% HF, 30% HNO₃ and 67% H₂O. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted on finely polished samples to identify the present phases.

Hardness measurements were carried out using Vickers hardness tester apparatus (model 5030 SKV, England) in accordance to the ASTM E384-11 standard, with a load of 196 N (20 kg) for 15 s. Cylindrical samples with a gage length and diameter of 20 and 4 mm, respectively, were machined for tensile testing according to ASTM E8-15 standard at room temperature using a strain rate of 0.5 mm/min, and the fractographic features of tensile samples were examined by field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. As-received Microstructure
The original microstructure of as-received TC21 titanium alloy consists mainly of primary equiaxed α phase and transformed β matrix as shown in figure 2. The average diameter of equiaxed α phase was approximately 2.5 µm and their volume fraction approached to 65 %. The equiaxed α phase is distributed homogeneously in the entire field of view and fine α plates existing in the transformed β matrix.

3.2. As-treated Microstructure

3.2.1. Effect of cooling condition
The microstructures of solution treated TC21 samples followed by either WQ or AC are shown in figure 3. As seen from WQ condition (figure 3a), the volume fraction of $\alpha_p$ (primary equiaxed alpha phase) increases with the increase of cooling rate, retained $\beta$ phase does not decompose and the $\alpha_s$ (secondary alpha phase) does not precipitate. In addition, the grain size of primary α phase for WQ is about 1.85 µm and its volume

![Fig. 2: FESEM micrograph of as-received TC21 titanium alloy bar.](image-url)
fraction is about 70%, and those increase to 2.05 µm and decrease to 60%, respectively, in the case of AC condition (figure 3b). Nevertheless, the secondary α phase occur at AC condition with the volume fraction about 29% because the amount of secondary α phase increases with prolonging cooling time. AC condition is considered as a fast cooling method for the TC21 alloy, because it does not produce a lamellar structure. Cooling rate in AC mainly affects the precipitation of the secondary α phase in the transformed β phase. AC promotes the diffusion of atoms and nucleation of secondary α phase [20].

Based on the above discussion, the microstructure after AC condition consists of primary equiaxed α phase, secondary α phase and transformed β phase. Whereas, the WQ condition consists of primary equiaxed α phase and transformed β phase only. Each phase has been verified by X-Ray diffraction analysis, as shown in figure 4.

![FESEM micrographs showing the microstructures of the conditions: (a) WQ and (b) AC.](image)

**Fig. 3:** FESEM micrographs showing the microstructures of the conditions: (a) WQ and (b) AC.

![X-Ray diffraction analysis for two types of microstructures.](image)

**Fig. 4:** X-Ray diffraction analysis for two types of microstructures.
3.2.2. Effect of aging treatment

The solution plus aging treatment is considered one of the methods usually can be applied on TC21 alloy [11]. The microstructures of the as-aged samples are shown in figures 5 and 6. The microstructures of titanium alloys are normally classified according to the morphology of α phase, including equiaxed, lamellar and bi-model microstructure [1]. However, α phase exhibits many varieties of morphologies after solution and aging treatment. Aging was applied at 575°C for 4h. Because of the solution temperature (900°C) is lower than the β transus temperature, T_β, (960°C), equiaxed α phase grains in the original microstructure did not dissolve during solution or solution plus aging and thereafter they remain after aging process (figure 5).

The typical FESEM microstructures of as-aged samples, in which α_p shows an equiaxed shape and distributes homogenously in the β matrix, figure 5. For AC +Aging, the α_s with a gray contrast precipitate in the residual β matrix due to slower cooling rate in AC and aging treatment (figure 5a). In addition, the volume fractions of α_p and α_s are about 52 vol. % and 25 vol. %, respectively (figure 7). On the other side, WQ +Aging, the α_s precipitate in the residual β matrix due to aging treatment only (figure 5b) and the volume fractions of α_p and α_s are about 48 vol. % and 20 vol. %, respectively. As seen in figure 8, the cooling rate and aging treatment have not significantly effect on the grain size of α_p phase for all conditions. Each phase has been verified by X-Ray diffraction analysis, as shown in figure 9. This result is in agreement with the results reported by Shao et. al [21].

![Fig. 5: FESEM images of aged samples; (a) AC +Aging and (b) WQ +Aging.](image)

After solution treatment with two different cooling rates plus aging treatment, four types of α phase with different morphologies can be found: primary equiaxed α phase, bent lamellar (or equiaxed) α phase, coarse α plates and fine secondary α platelets. These four types of α phases form in different stages of the heat treatment processing. The primary equiaxed α phase exists in all conditions. The bent lamellar (even equiaxed) α phase will form after aging treatment, while it disappears at solution treatment only. The α plates form in all conditions. Finally, the fine secondary α platelets precipitated during aging treatment and/or cooling rate in AC. The primary equiaxed α phase, bent lamellar (or equiaxed) α phase and α plates are present simultaneously or individually in one
sample. They can be seen in optical figures, so they are called “visible α phase” here. Fine secondary α platelets together with residual β phase are called “residual β matrix strengthened by fine secondary α platelets” (“residual β matrix” for short).

![Sample micrograph](image)

Fig. 6: Optical micrographs of aged samples: (a) AC +Aging and (b) WQ +Aging.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 7: Average volume fractions of $\alpha_p$ and $\alpha_s$ at various conditions.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 8: X-Ray diffraction analysis for two types of microstructures.
3.3. Mechanical Properties

3.3.1. Hardness

The Vickers hardness measurements were carried out to investigate the influence of cooling rate and aging treatment on the as-received TC21 alloy. The results of hardness for all conditions are shown in figure 10. The WQ sample obtained the lowest hardness (HV323) due to the presence of high amount of $\alpha_p$ phase (70%). While, the AC sample revealed a higher hardness (HV345) compared to the WQ sample due to existing of $\alpha_s$ phase (secondary $\alpha$-platelets). The AC +Aging samples showed a hardness value of HV405. However, the samples WQ +Aging, obtained the highest hardness value (HV428) due to the presence of $\alpha_s$ (20%) that precipitated during aging treatment as well as existing of lower amount of $\alpha_p$ phase (48%) compared to the others.

3.3.2. Tensile properties

The room temperature tensile properties of TC21 alloy after solution and solution plus aging treatments are shown in figure 11. It can be seen that cooling rate and aging have an important role on tensile properties of TC21 alloy. For instance, ultimate strength (UTS), yield strength (YS), elongation (El) and reduction of area (RA) obtained ranges of 1186-1480 MPa, 1000-1410 MPa, 6%-15% and 15%-40%, respectively. Both yield and ultimate strengths increased after aging treatment on the account of ductility. The
highest ultimate and yield strengths (1480MPa and 1410MPa respectively) were found for the case of WQ +Aging samples but at the same time this condition showed the lowest elongation and reduction of area.

The effect of β strengthening with the α is clearly shown for the aged samples after WQ and AC conditions, where the ultimate tensile strength increased from 1186 MPa to 1480 MPa and from 1200 MPa to 1336 MPa, respectively. On the other hand, the elongation decreased from 15% to 6% and from 13% to 8%, respectively.

As expected, the WQ + aging condition revealed the lowest elongation (6%) and reduction of area (15%), (figure 11b). Of course, the WQ condition obtained the highest elongation and reduction of area compared to AC because the WQ condition is characterized by low strength and hardness due to the presence of high amount of α phase (70%) compared to AC. The difference between ultimate tensile and yield strengths clearly increased amounting to 186 MPa for the WQ condition and 70 MPa in the WQ +Aging condition. On the other hand, the difference between ultimate tensile and yield strengths was estimated to be 120 MPa in case of AC and 39 MPa for AC +Aging condition, as illustrated in figure 11a. According to the above results, the better comprehensive mechanical properties of TC21 alloy can be obtained after AC +Aging condition for static - dynamic applications and WQ +Aging for static applications only. This finding was in agreement with the results reported by Z. F. Shi, et al. [16].

![Graph](image)

*Fig. 11: Variation of UTS, YS, El and RA at various conditions.*
The fracture surface mechanisms of WQ and AC samples are shown in figure 12. Deep and homogenous dimples were observed on the fracture surface of both studied conditions of WQ and AC. Moreover, large shrinkage, plenty of deep and big ductile dimples were noticed on the fracture surfaces of the WQ and AC conditions that prove good tensile elongation. The ductile dimples fall into two categories: (i) narrow ductile dimples, which may be induced by separation of single α grain or β grain and (ii) wide ductile dimples, which may be induced, by separation of several α grains [20].

**Fig. 12**: Fracture surface of room tensile samples: (a) WQ and (b) AC.

The fracture mechanisms of AC +Aging and WQ +Aging conditions for room temperature tensile samples were checked by detecting the fracture morphologies as shown in figure 13. Dimpled and intergranular fracture were found, where the dimples are much smaller and shallower than those are existing in cases of AC and WQ conditions. The appearance of cleavage plane is negligible, and the intergranular fractured mechanism also causes a decrease in ductility. Thus, small shrinkage, small and shallow dimples existing on the fracture surfaces are in agreement with the low ductility of both AC +Aging and WQ +Aging conditions. The fracture surface of WQ +Aging samples (figure 13b) showed quasi-cleavage fracture in conjunction with some fine equiaxed dimples and flat areas resulting from the intergranular fracture of α grains (figure 13b). These results are in agreement with the fact that the WQ +Aging condition showed the lowest elongation (6%).

**Fig. 13**: Fracture surface of room tensile samples: (a) AC +Aging and (b) WQ +Aging.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The effect of applying two different cooling rates and aging treatment on microstructure and tensile properties of TC21 titanium alloy was thoroughly investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn from this investigation.

- After solution treatment with two different cooling rates and aging treatment, α phase exhibits four types of morphologies: primary equiaxed α phase, bent lamellar (or equiaxed) α phase, α plates and fine secondary α platelets. Fine secondary α platelets and residual β phase form residual β matrix.
- Better combination of hardness and tensile properties can be achieved by AC +Aging condition.
- Optimal heat-treatment scheme for TC21 alloy should be applied at the α+β phase region and cooling rate of AC plus aging treatment.
- Tensile fractured surface morphologies for WQ condition showed equiaxed dimple feature with good ductility, and WQ +Aging condition obtained intergranular and equiaxed dimple fractured mechanism with poor ductility.
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